
Police in Muenster informs 
Possible effects with regard to the G7 Meeting of Foreign Ministers taking place 

from November 3 to November 4, 2022.
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The security measures which need to be taken in this context may lead to traffic disrup-
tions around the venues ,like the historic City Hall, LWL Museum and the Hotel Atlantic 
from November 2. 

Area around Prinzipalmarkt, Michelisplatz, Synikatsgasse and Domplatz
The following areas will be blocked as from Wednesday, November 2, 8 p. m. until end 
of the event  November 4:
1. Prinzipalmarkt from Klemensstraße to Syndikatsgasse
2. Michaelisplatz from Domplatz to Prinzipalmarkt
3. Open space around Domplatz

This area will be completely blocked for any motor- or bicycle traffic. Pedestrians with 
legitimate interest will get access to these areas. 
Medical consultation is possible. All businesses under the arcades opposite the city hall 
can remain open. The access to this area will be controlled.
Stadthaus 1 will remains closed for any civil affairs
 

Local residents are allowed to the security area. Controls will take place at all entrances 
to the blocked areas. In order to speed up these controls, please carry an ID document 
with you.
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Area around the LWL Museum:
The following areas will be blocked on Friday, November 4, as from 2 p. m. until end of 
the event:
1. Pferdegasse from Rothenburg
2. The whole of the Domplatz to Spiegelturm and Domgasse
This area will be completely blocked for any motor- or bicycle traffic. Pedestrians with 
legitimate interest will get access to these areas.

Area around the Hotel Atlantic:
As of Wednesday, November 2, from 12 a. m. until the end of the event on Friday, No-
vember 4 the following areas will be blocked: 
1. Engelstraße ab der Von-Vincke-Straße 
2. Schorlemerstraße and Herwarthstraße from Engelstraße 
3. Achtermannstraße within close proximity of the hotel area

This area will be completely blocked for any motor- or bicycle traffic. Pedestrians with 
legitimate interest will get access to these areas.

Local residents are generally allowed to the security area. Controls will take place at all 
entrances to the blocked areas. In order to speed up these controls, please carry an ID 
document with you.
 
When do you have a legitimate interest?
You are allowed access if you have an appointment or if you need to see a doctor. Fur-
thermore, it is possible to do your shopping.

Any questions left open? We are there for you!
You can contact us via our service hotline  0251 275 1017 

on weekdays from 7 a. m. to 4 p. m. 

Changes to the security measures are possible at any time during the event!

Therefore, please have a look at our website or or social media accounts on face-

book, instagram and twitter.


